Influence of antibody affinity on the performance of different antibody assays.
The effect of antibody affinity on the performance of 5 commonly used assays was studied. The assays used were measurement of antigen binding capacity in a Farr type assay, haemagglutination, solid-phase radioimmunoassay (SP-RIA), solid-phase ELISA and precipitation. The first 4 assays were all more sensitive for high affinity antibodies. Precipitation was not related to affinity, suggesting that factors secondary to antigen-antibody binding may be more important in determining the level of precipitate formation. The effect of epitope density of the antigen was also investigated in the SP-RIA and ELISA. Affinity dependence was more marked when antigen of low epitope density was used and this dependence could be reduced in the ELISA by choosing a low OD endpoint. Thus, the most reliable way to estimate antibody content by the ELISA may be to determine a low OD endpoint titre against antigen of high epitope density. When epitope density per molecule cannot be increased, an alternative approach to the problem is to increase epitope density by covalent coupling of antigen to the solid-phase rather than by adsorption.